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Between Morality and Crime:
Filial Daughters and Vengeful Violence
in Eighteenth-century Korea
KIM JUNGWON

Founded upon the Confucian moral principles of loyalty, filiality, and
fidelity, the Chosŏn dynasty (1392–1910) promoted these principles as
a crucial means of maintaining the social and ethical order in society. In
dealing with numerous incidents of filial crimes, however, the Chosŏn state
had to strike a balance between morality and law, constantly debating the
appropriate circumstances and degree of exoneration for filial avengers.
From a legal perspective, vengeful crimes committed under the flag of
virtue could not automatically be sanctioned, for this would generate further
retaliation and eventually lead to chaos. In the case of a married daughter’s
filial vengeance, in particular, judgment was even more complex because
her devotion to her natal parents was expected to be subordinate to the
higher virtue of marital fidelity under the intensifying Confucian model of
patriarchy and patrilineality during the latter part of the dynasty. Centering
on an eighteenth-century crime committed by a married woman to avenge
her father’s death, this article reconsiders the complex nature of married
women’s filial piety toward their natal parents, which complicated the
orthodox boundaries of their natal relations as prescribed by the Confucian
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state. This article also explicates the cultural and legal underpinnings of filial
vengeance in late Chosŏn society, as demonstrated by the verdicts for such
acts of violence situated within one of the most contested cultural and legal
realms in eighteenth-century Korea.
Keywords: Confucian, filial piety, married daughter, revenge, vengeful killing

On the twenty-second day of the ninth month of 1795, around kapsi (4:30–5:30 a.m.), two
urgent death reports arrived in the magistrate’s office that was jointly in charge of Suan and
Koksan counties in Hwanghae Province.1 According to the first report, a male commoner
named Chŏng Wansŏk had died after being hit by Yi Nomi, another non-yangban man of the
same village.2 The second report was even more shocking: Yi Nomi had then been beaten to
death by Chŏng’s married daughter. Prompted by her filial heart, Chŏng’s daughter had killed
Yi Nomi to avenge her father’s death, but she could not avoid being designated a principal
offender who had committed the crime of homicide.
How did the investigators view this death case stemming from a vengeful, yet filial,
motivation? And what punishment was handed down to Chŏng’s married daughter for her
crime of killing on her father’s behalf ? In the history of Chosŏn Korea, vengeful violence
driven by filial devotion (孝 C. xiao, K. hyo) is not rare.3 Because filiality was valued as the
utmost virtue governing human relations, offspring who committed crimes of vengeance
out of filial emotion4 could be exempted from heavy punishment if the circumstances
met certain lawful boundaries as prescribed by the state. Under Chosŏn law, children who
avenged parents by killing those who had killed them “immediately on the spot” were to be
exonerated without the crime being investigated. For children who killed their parents’ foes
later, without reporting their deed to the magistrate’s office, the punishment was less than
that for the crime of murder.5 This legal reasoning was based on the principle that in a society
where filiality was honored, not taking proper action on behalf of one’s aggrieved parents
would be a failure of filial duty.
1

2

3

4

5

“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an” [Inquest reports of Chŏng Wansŏk and Yi Nomi of Suan district], in
Pyŏgyŏng surok 8 (1796), Kyujanggak Archive, Kyu 5936–v.8, 22b–53a.
Based on the testimonies of Chŏng Wansŏk’s family members, it is clear that Chŏng was a commoner. Yi Nomi’s
exact social status is a little vague and cannot be determined from the testimonies of his family members: for
instance, his wife’s social status goes unmentioned, and his elder sister, Ŏmnye, is identified as a private slave. Yi
may have been a freedman (myŏnch’ŏn 免賤) if his elder sister was his full sister. I thank Eugene Park for pointing
this out.
Hyo is a Korean word that refers to filiality or filial piety, terms that are used interchangeably throughout this
article.
Taking Laura Kounine’s point, I use the word “emotions” in this article “not just as inchoate feelings, but as
bodily practices that are culturally and historically situated.” Laura Kounine, “Emotions, Mind, and Body on
Trial: A Cross-Cultural Perspective,” Journal of Social History 51, no. 2 (2017): 219.
Law on vengeful killing followed The Great Ming Code (Daminglu 大明律). See Jiang Yonglin, trans., The Great Ming
Code (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2005), 190.
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At the same time, there were concerns that pardoning crimes of filial revenge could lead
to a serious social problem if people abused it, as the scholar Chŏng Yagyong (1762–1836)
underlines in his piece on “reckless killing of foes” (仇讐擅殺 kusu ch’ŏnsal). Revisiting the
meaning of vengeful killing recorded in early Chinese classics, Chŏng comments that, “By
merely recognizing the spirit of righteous virtue, not only is the core of a recent vengeful
incident not carefully inspected, but the crime of homicide is also not questioned, and this
is the greatest evil.”6 Knowing the state’s lenient attitude toward vengeful killings committed
under the moral banner of filiality, Chŏng warns that people may use the rhetoric of filial
vengeance to recklessly kill others while avoiding an official investigation. Indeed, dealing
with the crime of filial vengeance was a challenging judicial task because investigators were
often caught between questions of morality and crime. On the one hand, the state’s acquittal
of those who committed vengeful crimes could foster the virtue of filiality among the people,
under the official rubric of moralizing the society. On the other hand, if revenge were to
be formally permitted, people would then employ precedents to validate their filial acts of
violence.
In the incident of Chŏng Wansŏk’s daughter’s filial revenge, arriving upon an official
judgment would have been even more complex. In fact, Chosŏn records include only
a handful of vengeful crimes by daughters—and even fewer by married daughters7—
compared to those committed by sons. Laws concerning vengeful crimes committed out of
filial piety did not make a distinction between sons and daughters in terms of punishment.
Nevertheless, Chŏng’s daughter’s marital status had the potential to complicate the course of
judicial decision. From the mid-seventeenth century on, in tandem with an intense emphasis
on patrilineal descent groups, scholars in general consider that Chosŏn women began to lose
important rights. These rights included those of ritual and inheritance in their natal homes,
leading to a decline in women’s positions in the family and in society, as well as to a loosening
of natal ties.8 We see an increasing tendency in both official and private writings of the late
Chosŏn to stress a woman’s devotion to her husband’s family far more than her connection to
her natal family. Because a married woman was expected to transfer her filial devotion to her
parents-in-law under the ideal of wifely fidelity, Chŏng’s daughter’s crime, in judicial practice,
would have prevented her from performing her prime duty to her parents-in-law, at least
during the period of detention and trial. Judging her crime, therefore, involved the potential
tensions of a married woman caught between her natal filiality and her wifely fidelity, in
addition to the matter of dealing with the crime of revenge.
Centering on Chŏng’s daughter’s motivation and punishment for her crime of filial
6
7

8

Chŏng Yagyong, Hŭmhŭm sinsŏ [New treatise on the legal system], (Kyŏngsŏng: T’aeminsa, 1907) 1: 6a–7a.
At least on married women’s filial crimes, I have so far located only Chŏng Wansŏk’s daughter’s case, although I
assume there may be more.
On the Confucianization process and its gradual impact on women’s positions in families and society, see JaHyun
Kim Haboush, “The Confucianization of Korean Society,” in Gilbert Rozman, ed., East Asian Region (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1991), 84–110; Martina Deuchler, Confucian Transformation of Korea (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1992); and Mark Peterson, Korean Adoption and Inheritance: Case Studies in the Creation of
a Classic Confucian Society (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University East Asian Series, 1996).
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revenge, this article delves into the notion of filial vengeance as illustrated in the violent
crime inflicted by a married daughter on behalf of her father in eighteenth-century Korea.
Although stories of filial violence are often found in both historical and literary sources,
scholarly attention to the theme of filial revenge has been meager in Korean historiography
and no study thus far has focused on a married daughter’s case from a legal perspective. By
examining a variety of official records and one concrete legal case, in particular, this article
approaches the subject of a daughter’s filial crime from two key angles: (1) the cultural and
legal underpinnings of filial vengeance as they were understood and persistently debated
throughout the dynasty, according to official records; and (2) the intricacies and varieties of
a married woman’s natal attachments as revealed in the legal case itself.9 In explicating the
meaning of filial violence, the first approach demonstrates how the adjudication of vengeful
crimes was directly connected to overall notions of state justice and the Confucian moral
agenda, which put the Chosŏn state in the position of taking extremely cautious steps in
handling filial crimes. In its detailed analysis of a married daughter’s violent action and her
legal testimonies, the second approach reconsiders the conventional notion of women’s
weakening filial ties, especially among non-yangban women, to their natal families under the
Neo-Confucian patriarchy in late Chosŏn Korea. This article also illuminates how the state
reconciled a married daughter’s vengeful crime with the orthodox boundaries of married
women’s natal relations at a time when Confucian norms and rituals prescribed that a married
woman become an outsider to her natal family.

A Duty to Kill: Filiality and Revenge
One cannot live with the killer of one’s parents under the same Heaven.
—The Book of Rites10
As the virtue governing the second of the five cardinal human relationships,11 filial piety was
In scholarship on the Korean family, women in a family structure have been examined largely from within the
dominant boundary of marital patriarchy; women’s natal relations before and after marriage have not received
much attention. Some recent studies, however, such as Chŏng Chiyŏng’s works, reconsider women’s natal ties
(especially those of widows of all social statuses) by analyzing late Chosŏn household registers, which show
evidence of some widows’ choices to reside with their natal families. See Jung Ji-Young, “Questions Concerning
Widow’s Social Status and Remarriage in Late Chosŏn,” in Youngmin Kim and Michael J. Pettid, eds., Women and
Confucianism in Chosŏn Korea: New Perspectives (Albany: State University of New York, 2011), 109–38; and Chŏng
Chiyŏng [Jung Ji-Young], Chilsŏ ŭi kuch’uk kwa kyunyŏl: Chosŏn hugi hojŏk kwa yŏsŏngdŭl [Order and fissure: Women
in late Chosŏn household registers] (Seoul: Sŏgang University Press, 2015). On the subject of filiality, Haboush
discusses how the discourse on filiality moved from the hegemonic Confucian ideology of male and female
children’s filiality to their natal parents to an altered discourse, as Korean society gradually came to expect a
daughter to transfer her filial affection to her husband’s family; see JaHyun Kim Haboush, “Filial Emotions and
Filial Values: Changing Patterns in the Discourse of Filiality in Late Chosŏn Korea,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic
Studies 55, no. 1 (1995): 129–77.
10
James Legge, trans., Li Chi, Book of Rites, 3:10b–11b, 92.
11
Known as the “Five Relationships” (oryun 五倫), these consist of the relation between ruler and subject, father
9
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the backbone of the Confucian moral order. Commonly defined as unconditional love and
reverence for one’s parents, filial piety was regarded as a duty that everyone was obliged to
fulfill to the utmost. Throughout the history of Korea, countless accounts and anecdotes
show that filiality was the central moral norm in the minds of the people, and many of these
stories involve extreme and violent actions. Though it contradicted the Confucian injunction
against self-harm, children who severed their fingers or otherwise harmed their bodies to
save ill parents were featured in the state-published moral handbooks and often honored as
paragons of filiality.12 In this way, violence was justified and even encouraged as the highest
manifestation of filial piety in Chosŏn society.
Concomitantly, not taking proper action on behalf of wronged parents was regarded as a
failure of filiality. Confucius himself had articulated this when Zixia asked him about a man’s
proper conduct toward the killer of his parents. In replying, Confucius emphasized that “he
must be determined not to live with the killer under the same Heaven. If he meets with him
in the marketplace or the court, he should not have to go back for his weapon, but [instantly]
fight with him.”13 Confucius thus not only condoned revenge, but sanctioned killing under
the flag of filiality. In upholding this idea, the Chosŏn state rendered filial revenge an essential
duty of a child, and a core element in defining or maintaining proper familial relations in
Chosŏn society.
Although there are different forms of vengeance (broadly referred to as poksu 復讐 in
Korean) that are historically and culturally specific,14 the broad notion of vengeance is a
central theme that spans the genres of literature and law in Chosŏn Korea. Both official and
unofficial sources record appalling death cases that began with a desire or heart for vengeance
(復讐心 poksusim) and ended in taking the lives of others. Homicides committed to avenge
parents were not infrequent, and Confucius’s pronouncement that “One cannot live with the
killer of one’s parents under the same Heaven” was deeply engrained in Chosŏn society, for
it was recurrently quoted to justify lethal violence. Once such a crime was committed, the
violent action occupied an interstice between the moral and legal realms, entailing extremely
judicious legal reasoning by the Chosŏn court.
Given that harming others, or homicide in general, was the gravest crime defined in
and son, husband and wife, elder brother and younger brother, and friend and friend.
For a detailed discussion of a contradictory position between filial piety and filial sacrifice, see Cho Namuk,
“Yuga hyoron kwa yuksin hyohaeng ŭi munje” [A study on the theory of Confucian filial piety and the problem
of filial acts of self-harming], Yugyo sasang yŏn’gu 37 (2009): 123–45; on the specific act of finger-severing
and its justification in Confucian culture, see Sixiang Wang, “Filial Daughter of Kwaksan: Finger Severing,
Confucian Virtues, and Envoy Poetry in Early Chosŏn,” Seoul Journal of Korean Studies 25, no. 2 (2012): 175–212.
For self-harming acts and their potentially heterodox implications for Confucians from the Chinese religious
perspective, see Jimmy Yu, Sanctity and Self-Inflicted Violence in Chinese Religions, 1500–1700 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2012), 62–88.
13
Legge, trans., Li Chi, Book of Rites, 7:17a–18a, 140.
14
In his study on revenge, Sim Hŭigi argues that the concept of vengeance in premodern Korea was not only
inseparable from the Confucian understanding of human relations but always involved the action of killing;
see Sim Hŭigi, “Poksugo sŏsŏl” [Preliminary discussion on the investigation of revenge], Pŏphak yŏn’gu 26, no.
1 (1983): 283–310. Although revenge could be carried out both inside and outside the kinship circle, my focus
here is on filial revenge that led to homicide.

12
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Chosŏn legal codes, how was the state to satisfy both its moral and its legal principles when
judging children who killed out of their filial duty to avenge their parents? One such case records
that in the eleventh month of 1736, the Chosŏn court decided to reward Pak Sŏngch’ang
of Ch’ungch’ŏng Province for his extraordinary filiality by exempting his household from
tax duties (復戶 pokho). At the age of nine, Pak had witnessed a man murdering his father in
order to violate his blind mother. After nine years of hiding while harboring a vengeful heart,
Pak eventually killed the man. He then went to the local magistrate’s office and confessed
his crime. The Ministry of Punishment (刑曹 Hyŏngjo), though commending Pak’s act as
“righteous killing out of filial piety despite harming someone’s life,” found that Pak’s crime
fell into the category punishable by sixty rounds of heavy flogging because he had recklessly
killed a person without first reporting the incident to the local government.15 When King
Yŏngjo (r. 1724–76) asked for further thoughts on this incident, Yu Kŏngi (1682–?), a scholar
at the Office of Special Counselors (弘文館 Hongmun’gwan), recommended that Pak be
pardoned, bringing up the case of Sin Yonggae (1463–1519), who had been exempted from
punishment in a similar case of revengeful killing on behalf of his father.16 Immediately after
beheading his foe in the streets of the capital in broad daylight, Sin had voluntarily appeared
at the court with the man’s severed head, requesting punishment for his crime; Yu Kŏngi
argued that Pak Sŏngch’ang had acted in the same way, and thus ought not be punished.
Taking Yu’s advice, King Yŏngjo concluded that Pak’s filial piety was exceptional and that
“he surrendered himself to the court as if returning to [his] home, not fearing death [for his
crime].”17 Forgiving Pak’s crime, the king added that Pak’s exemplary filial piety would merit
an official reward that would enable him to take care of his blind mother.
The decision in Pak Sŏngch’ang’s case shows that the Chosŏn state acknowledged
vengeful violence as a “moralized” form of filial obligation. Interestingly, this was not the
first time Sin Yonggae’s case had been cited as an example of righteous killing, though it had
not always yielded the same results. About a century before Pak’s case, for example, five sons
of two officials who had been cruelly killed by Yi Subaek (d. 1634) during the Rebellion of
1623 beheaded Yi on the street and then came to the palace to request punishment. Despite
ardent requests from court officials citing Sin Yonggae’s example, King Injo (r. 1623–49) did
not pardon them but only lessened their punishment to exile.18 The king reasoned that the
law strictly prohibited careless killing of an offender under any conditions, even though the
men’s filial devotion could not be disregarded.
Such divided judgments on similar revenge cases underscore the challenges that the state
15
16

17
18

Yŏngjo sillok 42:32b [1736. 11. 23.].
Sin Yonggae’s father, Sin Myŏn (1438–67), was murdered in the midst of the Yi Siae rebellion of 1467 in
Hamgyŏng Province, where he served as provincial governor; see Sejo sillok [Veritable records of King Sejo]
42:18a [1467. 5. 22]. Sin Yonggae was only five or six years old at the time. After he grew up, he repeatedly
memorialized the court to punish the remnants of the rebellion who were still alive, on the basis that “one
could not live with bitter foes under the same Heaven”; see Yŏnsan’gun ilgi [Daily records of King Yŏnsan]
10:19b [1495. 11. 23]; 10:20b [1495. 11. 24].
Yŏngjo sillok 42:32b [1736. 11. 23].
Injo sillok [Veritable records of King Injo] 29:9a–10b [1634. 3. 13].
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faced in striking a balance between morality and law, primarily because its stance on vengeful
crimes would shape the image of the state justice system.19 Promoting the Confucian moral
principles of loyalty, filiality, and fidelity upon which the state was founded was crucial to
maintaining the social and ethical order in Chosŏn society. From a legal perspective, however,
vengeful crimes committed under the flag of virtue could not automatically be sanctioned,
for this would generate further crimes of vengeance and eventually lead to chaos. Chosŏn
penal law, adhering to Daminglu 大明律 (The Great Ming Code), basically prescribed that a son
or grandson receive sixty strokes with the heavy stick—as the court initially recommended
in Pak Sŏngch’ang’s case described above—if he killed an offender to avenge his parents
without first obtaining official permission. Yet if he killed the offender straightaway, on
the spot, he would not be punished.20 While kings often made exceptions and pardoned
crimes committed out of filial piety regardless of the legal statute, the Chosŏn state did not
formally legalize exemption from punishment for a killing committed to accomplish filial
revenge unless it met specific spatial (on the spot), temporal (immediately), and bureaucratic
(preauthorized) requirements.
The complexities of punishing filial vengeance gradually required further laws toward
the latter part of the dynasty, resulting in a series of royal edicts. In 1711, for example, an
edict specified that the punishment for a son who avenged his wounded father and killed
his attacker would be reduced from the death sentence to exile.21 This royal edict became
formally codified in the Sok taejŏn (Amended Great Code), which was compiled in 1746.
More supplementary statutes on vengeful crimes were added to the Amended Great Code, while
prioritizing first seeking official resolution under all circumstances.22 For instance, a son who
made a private settlement on the death of his father without reporting to the local court—
and who then killed the offender later—was now punished according to the law on “private
settlement,” which meted out one hundred strokes with the heavy stick and penal servitude
for three years,23 rather than according to the law on vengeful killing. As further sub-statutes
19

20
21

22

23

For a comprehensive account of the evolution of vengeance as a legal concept in Chinese history, see Michael
Dalby, “Revenge and the Law in Traditional China,” The American Journal of Legal History 25, no. 4 (1981):
267–307. On vengeance as sanctioned violence in early China, see Mark Edward Lewis, Sanctioned Violence in
China (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1990), 80–96. Also, on the tension between filiality and
law in early China, see Anne Chen, “Filial Piety with a Vengeance: The Tension between Rites and Law in the
Han,” in Alan K. L. Chan and Sor-hoon Tan, eds., Filial Piety in Chinese Thought and History (New York: Routledge
Curzon, 2004), 29–43. In particular, Alison Bailey discusses the connections between violence and emotion by
examining the role of revenge in shaping the political culture of imperial China; see C. D. Alison Bailey, “The
Severed Head Speaks: Death, Revenge, and Moral Heroism and Martyrdom in Sixteenth- to SeventeenthCentury China,” in Carolyn Strange, Robert Cribb, and Christopher E. Forth, eds., Honour, Violence and Emotion
in History (London: Bloomsbury, 2014), 27–29.
Jiang, trans., The Great Ming Code, 190.
“In case a father is heavily beaten and wounded, and a son kills the offender, the punishment should be
downgraded from the death sentence to exile.” Sinbo sugyo chimnok [Newly supplemented collected royal edicts],
(Seoul: Pŏpchech’ŏ, 1964), 432–33.
“When a father is murdered and a son voluntarily kills the offender without waiting for an official resolution, the
punishment should be reduced from the death sentence to exile.” Sok taejŏn [Amended Great Code], compiled
in 1746 (reprint Seoul: Pŏpchech’ŏ, 1965), 307.
Jiang, trans., The Great Ming Code, 177.
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stipulated, filial revenge could never be completely justified in the eyes of the state unless it
fulfilled very limited and specific lawful contexts.
These newly legislated statutes reinstated the Chosŏn state’s firm attitude toward
vengeful violence, and especially its concern to prevent further retaliation. In 1710, when the
wife and the daughter24 of a man named Hong Pangp’il together stabbed to death the man
who had killed Hong several years earlier, King Sukchong (r. 1674–1720) judged it a “special
crime” and acquitted the mother and daughter on the grounds that they had immediately
reported the killing to the local court and that their act of revenge had been driven by
righteous resentment.25 Further, the king ordered that the two women be rewarded for their
incomparable morality. Court officials, however, fearing that erecting a memorial arch—the
highest prize bestowed by the state upon virtuous individuals—and its visibility in town
would inspire others to flout the law, recommended instead that the reward be confined
to exemption from household taxes.26 Also, reviewing a murder incident of two brothers
who avenged their father and then immediately turned themselves over to the local court in
1791, King Chŏngjo praised their action as a quintessential case of “righteous killing” that
was even worthy of being included in Iryun haengsil to 二倫行實圖 (The Illustrated Guide to
the Two Relations).27 Yet though the Chosŏn state honored filial revenge, the two brothers’
case was left out of The Illustrated Guide. In fact, a series of moral texts published and revised
throughout the Chosŏn dynasty includes only one case of filial vengeance—that of Ch’oe
Nubaek killing the tiger that had eaten his father (see Figure 1)—out of numerous stories on
filial devotion. The state continued to exclude stories of filial avengers committing homicide
from moral handbooks to the end of the dynasty, while walking a fine line between sustaining
the moral imperative to take filial revenge and defining the legal legitimacy of sanctioned
vengeance.28
24

25

26

27

28

The Chosŏn wangjo sillok [Veritable records of the kings of the Chosŏn dynasty], (Seoul: Kuksa p’yŏnch’an
wiwŏnhoe, 1970) does not mention whether or not Hong’s daughter was married. But since both mother and
daughter had planned their act of revenge for several years, the daughter may have still lived with her mother,
either as an unmarried woman or as a returnee from her marriage. See Sukchong sillok [Veritable records of King
Sukchong] 49:25a [1710.10. 19].
There were no stipulations about a wife’s revenge on behalf of her husband in the Chosŏn legal codes, although
the official records occasionally chronicle a wife’s vengeful killing. In the absence of a legal code on a wife’s
vengeance, the Chosŏn court ruled on it according to the statute on filial revenge, and this judicial practice was
eventually codified as part of the sub-statute on filial killing in the 1746 Amended Great Code. Sok taejŏn, 307.
Despite the concern of the court officials, the story of Hong’s wife and daughter’s revenge must have circulated
widely among the people. Im Yunjidang (1721–93), a female writer who was born about a decade after this
incident, recorded this case, considering the moral primacies behind their actions to have been filiality and
fidelity, respectively. See Im Yunjidang, “Ch’oe Hong inyŏ” [Two women of Ch’oe and Hong], in idem,
Yunjidang yugo [Posthumous works of Yunjidang], in Han’guk yŏktae munjip ch’ongsŏ [Comprehensive collected
literary works of Korea], vol. 2549 (Seoul: Kyŏngin munhwasa, 1999), 296–97.
Chŏngjo sillok [Veritable records of King Chŏngjo] 33:28a [1791.9. 20]. See also “Ch’ungch’ŏng-do Yisŏng-hyŏn
Kim Kyeson Sŏngson ok” [The criminal case of Kim Kyeson and Sŏngson of Yisŏng County, Ch’ungch’ŏng
Province], in Simnirok [Records of Judicial Reviews], (Seoul: Pŏpchech’ŏ, 1968), vol. 23.
The balance between morality (經) and authority (權) over revenge cases was accentuated by the Tang Chinese
scholar-official Han Yu (768–824) in his famous piece entitled “Vengeance.” Chosŏn scholar-officials often
cited this, including in Pak Sŏngch’ang’s case discussed above. Yŏngjo sillok 42:32b [1736.11.23]. Regarding Han
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Figure 1. “Nubaek captures the tiger” (婁伯捕虎) illustrates the Koryŏ scholar
Ch’oe Nubaek’s revenge on behalf of his father, who had been eaten by a tiger.
At the tender age of fifteen, Ch’oe confronted and captured the tiger, declaring,
“How could I not avenge my father?!” Cutting open the tiger’s belly, he collected
his father’s bones and flesh, placed them in a vessel, and mourned at his father’s
grave in which the vessel was buried. Ch’oe’s filial revenge was first included in
The Illustrated Guide to the Three Bones compiled in 1431, and continued to be printed
in revised/supplementary versions throughout the late Chosŏn period (Samgang
haengsil to, Vol. 1: 32. Kyujanggak Archive, 138 [kyu 138]).

A Woman and Her Two Families: Female Filiality and Wifely Fidelity
The 1709 case of the two Pak sisters (commonly known as the Pak Hyorang incident) may
well be the most celebrated story of a daughter’s filial revenge on behalf of her father’s
wrongful death in late Chosŏn Korea. Taking more than fifteen years to reach a final verdict
by the king, the case garnered enthusiastic support for the younger daughter, Pak Hyorang,
from scholars of that time; this support included a circular letter signed by 379 Confucians
Yu, also see Frédéric Constant, “Circulation of Law and Jurisprudence in Korea and China: Homicide and the
Notion of Requital for Life,” in The Spirit of Korean Law: Korean Legal History in Context, ed. Marie Seong-Hak
Kim, (Leiden: Brill 2015), 64. Constant also discusses different attitudes toward vengeful homicide between
China and Korea, and concludes that “judgements in Korea displayed a broader conception of revenge than in
Chinese law” (Constant, 75–8).
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residing in Kyŏngsang Province (where the Pak sisters lived), followed by 7,000 scholars
marching to Seoul to memorialize the sisters’ filial actions in front of the palace.29 The sisters’
father, Pak Suha, had died after being tortured during intense litigation with another yangban
Pak family who had relocated an ancestor’s tomb to Pak Suha’s family gravesite.30 With a heart
set on revenge, Pak Suha’s older daughter dug up and burned the coffin buried in her father’s
family gravesite by the other Pak family, but her vengeful action led to her own death when
the other Pak family confronted her. Determined to avenge her father and punish those who
had killed her sister, Pak Suha’s second daughter, Hyorang, traveled all the way to Seoul and
made repeated petitions to the court. After she received fervent support from Confucian
scholars of her town and beyond, the government finally took Hyorang’s side. Punishing the
Pak family members involved in the deaths of Pak Suha and his first daughter, the court also
honored Hyorang for her incomparable filial act.31
There were a few such cases of daughters taking revenge, and actors of filial vengeance
are generally referred as “sons (or grandsons)” in Chosŏn law on homicide. It is the 1746
Amended Great Code that first distinguishes a daughter’s punishment from that of a son. One
of the added sub-statutes on filial vengeance stipulates that a son will be punished under the
statute on reckless homicide if he kills an offender who injured his father “during a fight”
and the father died more than sixty days after the incident.32 This was a heavier punishment
than the basic statute on “the period of responsibility for crimes” (保辜限期 pogohangi),
which outlined that an offender would not be punished if the victim died after the period
of responsibility expired.33 However, the sub-statute states that if either a daughter or a
daughter-in-law commits the same crime, she will be pardoned without interrogation.34 What
lay behind this different punishment for a son versus a daughter? And why was this substatute delineated in the mid-eighteenth century? Can this distinction be understood within
the context of the intensifying Confucian model of patriarchy and patrilineality during the
latter part of the dynasty, along with the shifting status of women in their two (natal and inlaw) families?
Despite the uneven Confucianization process and its impact on the lives of people
throughout the long-lasting Chosŏn dynasty, the Chosŏn state operated strictly on the
principles of Neo-Confucian rituals, particularly those articulated in the Family Rituals of
29

30

31
32
33
34

The story of the Pak sisters served as a popular theme for various literary genres, such as poetry and biography.
Many versions of the story were produced through the early twentieth century, including a vernacular novel
that appeared in 1934. See Yu Chungyŏng, “Pak Hyorang sakkŏn ŭi sŏsahwa wa kŭ ŭimi” [On the literary
transformation of the Pak Hyorang incident and its implications], Kojŏn munhak yŏn’gu 25 (2004): 255–88; Chŏn
Kyŏngmok, “Pak Hyorang sakkŏn ŭi chŏnmal kwa sosongsang ŭi munjejŏm” [The Pak Hyorang affair and
some problems in her lawsuit], Pŏpsahak yŏn’gu 31 (2005): 137–69.
On late Chosŏn gravesite litigation cases, see Sun Joo Kim and Jungwon Kim, comp. and trans., Wrongful Deaths:
Selected Inquest Records from Nineteenth-Century Korea (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2014), 47–54; 129–
203.
Yŏngjo sillok, 10:37b [1726.12.20].
Sok taejŏn, 307.
Sok taejŏn, 306; Jiang, trans., The Great Ming Code, 179.
Sok taejŏn, 307.
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Zhu Xi (C. Zhuzi jiali, K. Chuja karye). Replacing uxorilocal marriage, which had remained
common through the sixteenth century, virilocal marriage was emphasized, gradually adopted
onward from the seventeenth century. Unlike uxorilocal marriage, which enabled a woman
to continue to reside with her parents even after she was wed, and which scarcely regarded
a married daughter as an outsider to her natal family,35 virilocal marriage expected a wife to
move into her husband’s residence and adopt the new culture of her in-law family.
Implementing laws that directly affected women’s lives—such as stripping married
women of equal inheritance rights and ritual heirship in their natal families acknowledged in
the promulgation of Kyŏngguk taejŏn 經國大典 (The Great Code of Administration) in 1471—
the Chosŏn state revised mourning practice, decreeing that a married woman mourn her
husband and her father-in-law for three years while reducing the mourning period for her
own parents to one year.36 For the most intimate dead, one would remain in mourning for
three years and wear coarse, unhemmed cloth (斬衰 ch’amch’oe), whereas a shorter mourning
period and softer fabric were prescribed for more distant relatives. The humblest clothing
and longest duration were reserved for one’s very closest relations: one’s father in the case of
a son, one’s father-in-law in the case of a daughter-in-law, and one’s husband in the case of a
wife, according to the Confucian rituals.
As the five grades of mourning reflected the Confucian prescription that human feeling
should be expressed through appropriate rituals, particularities in the obligations of burial
and mourning defined one’s closeness to others within one’s bloodline in Confucian culture.
In other words, the five grades not only served as guidelines for funerary and mourning duties
but set the boundaries of one’s kinship circle. Shortening a married daughter’s mourning
period for her own parents while assigning her the longest mourning duration for her fatherin-law and husband attests to the Chosŏn state’s efforts to follow the normative kinship
paradigm based on the Confucian patrilineal principle, contravening the most affective aspect
of a woman’s relation to her natal parents.37 Besides physical relocation to her husband’s natal
home, a married daughter was required to transfer her filial devotion to her husband’s family,
and to shed her loyalty and emotional ties to her natal household as well.
This ideal of transferring a wife’s filial piety to her husband’s parents was also echoed
in the state-reward policy that honored exemplary individuals. Although The Great Code
35

36

37

Deuchler, The Confucian Transformation of Korea, 65–68, 81; Pak Ŭngyŏng, “Koryŏ sŏryubugahon sahoe ŭi
yŏsŏngsang kwa pudŏk” [Women’s images and female virtues in the uxorilocal society of the Koryŏ dynasty],
Yŏsŏng kwa yŏksa 23 (2015): 167–202.
Literally indicating the five types of mourning garments, made with different fabrics, that one should wear
for the dead, the five mourning grades (K. obok, wu-fu 五服) assigned specific attire and duration to proper
mourning rituals depending on exactly how the mourner was related to the deceased. See Kyŏngguk taejŏn [The
great code of administration], compiled in 1485, reprinted and edited by Han’gukhak munhŏn yŏn’guso (Seoul:
Asea munhwasa, 1983), vol. 3, 21a–b. Although the Confucian-style mourning ritual was outlined as early as
Koryŏ King Sŏngjong’s reign (981–97), it did not initially reach ordinary people due to the widespread Buddhist
practice of the time. It was The Great Code of Administration that formalized the Confucian-style practice by
expecting the populace, regardless of social status, to strictly follow the five mourning grades. For the system
of five mourning grades, see Deuchler, The Confucian Transformation of Korea, 179–91.
The chart of the five mourning grades has a specific section designated under the label “a married daughter”
(ch’ulganyŏ 出嫁女).
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of Administration loosely states that those to be honored should be filial to their parents,
affectionate with their brothers, faithful, and righteous, the exemplars it identifies are filial
sons, obedient grandsons, and chaste wives.38 This does not necessarily mean that filial
daughters were excluded from being honorable subjects; official records do list some cases of
daughters being rewarded for their exceptional filial piety.39 However, most of these daughters
appear to have been unmarried, and although there are many women who were rewarded for
wifely virtue, including filial devotion to their parents-in-law, almost no married women are
recognized for filiality toward their own parents.40
Since it prescribed that a married woman dedicate her uppermost filial duty to her
husband’s parents, the Chosŏn state found it perplexing to rule in cases where a woman’s
filial devotion to her natal parents conflicted with the fidelity she owed her husband and
his family. An interesting case of 1517 illustrates the state’s predicament: a commoner
man named Yi Ch’unmu of Tongnae, Kyŏngsang Province, was convicted of harboring
public slaves. Given the seriousness of the crime, Yi and his entire family were exiled
to the northern frontier region.41 Around this same time, however, the state was about
to honor Yi’s wife, Ms. Song, as a filial daughter.42 The dilemma at the Chosŏn court
began when the governor of Kyŏngsang Province requested the Ministry of Punishment
to exempt Ms. Song from following Yi to the border region, noting that exiling her to
the north would not inspire people with her virtuous conduct. Nevertheless, Yi’s crime
was too grave for him to be pardoned. The king put the Ministry of Rites (禮曹 Yejo) in
charge of the matter, but the question remained unresolved for several more months,
until an official named Ch’oe Sandu (1483–1536), though not offering a clear answer,
commented:

38
39

40

41

42

Kyŏngguk taejŏn, vol. 3, 40a.
Pak Chu’s study on reward policy based on Sillok shows that there were 54 recognized as filial daughters versus
1,017 for filial sons throughout the dynasty. Pak Chu, Chosŏn sidae chŏngp’yo chŏngch’aek [The state-reward system
during the Chosŏn dynasty], (Seoul: Ilchogak, 1990).
For instance, the Chosŏn wangjo sillok includes a few cases of honoring married women under the category of
“filial daughters,” recording them as the wife of such-and-such a man, but does not provide details of their
deeds. There are also only a few traces of filial daughters in the Chinese classics, including the Lienu zhuan
(Biographies of virtuous women); see Lisa Raphals, “Reflection on Filiality, Nature and Nurture,” in Alan K.
L. Chan and Sor-hoon Tan, eds., Filial Piety in Chinese Thought and History (New York: Routledge Curzon, 2004),
219–22. Interestingly, the Samguk sagi (History of the Three Kingdoms) and Samguk yusa (Memorabilia of the
Three Kingdoms), compiled prior to the Chosŏn era, present some female filial exemplars, such as the filial
daughter Chiŭn, whose story is recorded in both texts with slight variations. But Chiŭn’s story is excluded from
Chosŏn moral handbooks, unlike the story of the faithful wife of Tomi from the Samguk yusa, which continued
to appear under the category of “chaste women.”
Chungjong sillok [Veritable records of King Chungjong] 32:56b [1518.4.18]. Referred to as chŏngasabyŏn-yul (轉嫁
徙邊律), this forced relocation of a criminal to the border area, along with his/her whole family, began during
King Sejong’s reign (1418–50) as part of the northern expansion policy and remained unabolished until 1744.
For a study on this regulation, see Kim Chisu, “Chosŏnjo chŏn’ga sabyŏnnyul ŭi yŏksa wa pŏpchŏk sŏnggyŏk”
[Historical and legal aspects of the forced relocation of families to the border region during the Chosŏn
dynasty], Pŏpsahak yŏn’gu 32 (2005): 97–169.
Chungjong sillok 32:56b [1518.4.18]. The sillok does not record the details of Ms. Song’s filial conduct.
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A woman should follow her husband [into exile] even if she is a filial daughter. Yet imposing
such punishment on a filial daughter is not appropriate either. When children of merit
subjects who committed crimes are exempted from heavy punishment, how much more
so [should this be the case] for filial [children]—the fundamental pillar of all conduct!43

Caught between the need to reward a daughter’s filiality and the necessity of upholding wifely
duty, the Chosŏn court chose to reduce her husband’s punishment so that the whole family
did not have to go into exile, while warning that this was a one-time dispensation and not a
precedent designed to lead to common use.44
This 1517 case highlights the state’s emphasis on a wife’s absolute fidelity to her husband
and his family. Filiality and fidelity could therefore come into possible conflict for a married
daughter, who was expected to subordinate her filial piety toward her natal parents in favor
of the higher virtue of wifely fidelity. Loyalty was viewed in tandem with men’s virtue, and
chastity with women’s; filiality, in contrast, was regarded as a universal value that required
selfless devotion to one’s parents by male and female offspring alike. Yet what constituted
female filiality was complicated by its transfer from a woman’s natal parents to her parentsin-law upon marriage, whereas a man’s filiality remained confined to the family into which
he was born. In other words, the practice of filiality involved different expectations for men
and for women as shifting perceptions of gender roles in the patriarchal society rendered the
concept of filial piety more intricate.
In fact, Chosŏn law exempted a betrothed daughter from guilt by association for her
natal family’s involvement in the crime of plotting rebellion.45 In 1746, the Amended Great
Code excluded a married daughter from the punishment of guilt by association even if her
natal father committed robbery—although the punishment did apply to all other members of
her natal family.46 Along with the 1746 sub-statute mentioned above that excluded daughters
from punishment for taking revenge on behalf of their fathers, this newly supplemented
code is clear evidence of the state’s explicit efforts to draw the judicial boundaries of a
married woman’s kinship circle and filial duty with an eye toward the patrilineal family system.
How far did new legislation go in dealing with the actual crime of a married daughter’s filial
homicide—an extreme form of natal filiality that needed to be subordinated to the higher
female virtue of wifely fidelity? To investigate this, let us turn to the legal case of Chŏng
Wansŏk’s married daughter’s vengeful crime introduced at the beginning of this article.
43
44

45
46

Chungjong sillok 34:26b [1518.8.5]; emphasis added.
Chungjong sillok 34:27b [1518.8.6]. For a study on the emotional and legal tensions between filial piety and fidelity
by analyzing a mid-fifteenth-century lawsuit on a property case between a mother-in-law and a son-in-law,
see Jisoo M. Kim, “Law and Emotion: Tension between Filiality and Fidelity in a Property Dispute of Early
Chosŏn Korea,” Tongbang hakchi 162 (2013): 203–39. On a widowed daughter’s choice between natal filiality
and marital fidelity, see Jungwon Kim, “Deeper than the Death: Chaste Suicide, Emotions, and the Politics
of Honour in Nineteenth-Century Korea,” in Strange, Cribb, and Forth, eds., Honour, Violence and Emotions in
History, 163–82.
Jiang, trans., The Great Ming Code, 154–55.
Sok taejŏn, 285.
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A Married Daughter’s Violent Revenge
When the reports of the deaths of Chŏng Wansŏk and Yi Nomi came into the local magistrate’s
office at dawn on the twenty-second day of the ninth month of 1795, the magistrate took the
two killings very seriously and immediately hurried to the remote town where the corpses were
preserved.47 Before autopsies were conducted on each body, the magistrate took testimonies from
Chŏng’s family members as well as from all the townspeople related to this incident.
It turned out that Chŏng and Yi had fought over a lost bamboo cane that was needed
for the funeral of a member of the yangban Kim family who lived in the town. When Yi, the
current soim 所任 (clerk to the village association) of sangjang kye 喪裝契 (the bier association),48
had realized that one of the nine bamboo canes used for the bier was missing from the
community’s storage area, he had accused Chŏng, the previous soim, of being responsible for
its disappearance. Chŏng became furious, and in the midst of fighting by wielding two of
the remaining bamboo canes, Chŏng was hit by Yi’s crane. Hearing the noise of the quarrel,
townspeople ran to the storage area, but Chŏng had already fallen to the ground. Taking
him back home, Chŏng’s family tried to save him with medicine, including a relaxing pill
(ch’ŏngsimhwan), human excrement, and sesame oil, but he died before his married daughter,
Ms. Chŏng, arrived to see him. In the meantime, Yi Nomi was captured by Chŏng’s family
members and tied to a pillar in the stable at Chŏng’s house.49
The 35-year-old Ms. Chŏng was Chŏng Wansŏk’s second daughter and was married to
a man living in a village about 20 li from her natal home. Hearing the shattering news of her
father’s injury from a little girl sent by her mother, she rushed to her parents’ house, only to find
her mother weeping by her father’s dead body. Devastated, Ms. Chŏng interrogated the captured
Yi Nomi about his grudge against her father. Yi Nomi answered that he had not meant to kill
her father and that it was a complete accident—one blow had led to Chŏng’s death. Enraged,
Ms. Chŏng began to beat Yi, as she described during her first round of court testimony:
Being tied, [Yi Nomi] could scarcely escape and was beaten. His head and face were
smashed and dashed with blood, finally reaching the point of death. Only then did
I become flustered and go to the local government advisory committee (留鄕所
yuhyangso) to report [this incident]. [Because] I have already avenged my father’s death I
have no regrets, even if I die.50
47

48

49
50

The inquest report states that the magistrate traveled about 60 li as soon as he left his office and had to stay
overnight at a horse station near Ch’ongnyŏng hill when it became dark. Early the next morning, he ran about
70 li to reach the small town where the deaths had occurred, arriving on the twenty-third day; see “Suan Chŏng
Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 22b–23a. A li is a unit of distance measuring between 430.08 and 453.60 meters. For
the detailed procedure of autopsy and legal testimony, see Sun Joo Kim and Jungwon Kim, comp. and trans.,
Wrongful Deaths, 15–20.
In the original text, 契, the usual character for kye (association), is sometimes recorded in another character, 禊
(rites). Also, instead of the character jang 葬, used in the compound term sangjang 喪葬 (meaning “funeral”), a
character with the same pronunciation, 裝 (decoration), is written.
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 37b–38a.
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 32a.
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After the first autopsies were conducted on Chŏng and Yi, the local magistrate continued
taking legal testimony, interrogating Ms. Chŏng about any accomplice she might have had.
Ms. Chŏng assured the court that she alone had beaten Yi. Despite being a married daughter
(出嫁之女 ch’ulgajinyŏ), she stated, she had been unable to endure Yi’s killing of her father due
to her “filial emotion and duty as a child” (人子情理 inja chŏngli). Her vengeful heart had been
stronger than her weak body as a woman, and ultimately resulted in her beating Yi to death.51
When questioned about marks on Yi’s neck and forehead discovered during the autopsy, Ms.
Chŏng unhesitatingly answered that she had tied Yi’s neck with a straw rope so that he could
not avoid her blows.52
A series of testimonies held after the first postmortem determined that both Yi Nomi
and Ms. Chŏng were principal offenders (正犯 chŏngbŏm)—Yi for Chŏng Wangsŏk’s death,
and Ms. Chŏng for Yi’s death. In his postscript, the magistrate reluctantly records Ms. Chŏng
as the foremost offender. Though acknowledging that her vengeful killing was driven by her
“endowed human nature” (秉彛 pyŏngi), he notes that Ms. Chŏng had to be so designated
because of her violent intention to kill Yi.53 A magistrate of the neighboring county of
Sin’gye conducted a second postmortem and trial, at which time Ms. Chŏng reiterated her
resolution to avenge her father:
I then asked [Yi Nomi] again, saying, “Your blow caused my father’s death—if this is
not murder, what would be? Today I will surely avenge my deceased father. What did you hit
my father with?” Yi replied that it was a bamboo club, so I quickly went over to the
storage area, seized two bamboo clubs, and beat Yi’s head and face together. Yi, though
tied up, kept avoiding my blows from right to left. Seeing this, I bound his neck to the
stable’s pillar with a straw rope from the yard and beat him countless times until he
died.54

In her final testimony, Ms. Chŏng reasserted that Yi’s death was due to her alone, and that she
had thought only of her father who had resentfully died:
Wishing to take my father’s revenge without fail, it was not difficult to kill an old man
who was bound. I was the one who tied his neck to the pillar; again, I was the one
beating him to death. He had no other injury but three big scars under his left ear, which
was hit seriously and turned a bluish color—a crucial part for human life. It is [however]
not true that I beat him hard to death even when he was on the verge of dying.55

51
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“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 34b.
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 34b–35a.

“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 35a–36a.
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 32ab; 46b.
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 50b.
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The magistrate of the second postmortem judged that Ms. Chŏng, as a principal offender,
be punished according to the statute on filial homicide outlined in the Taejŏn t’ongp’yŏn 大典
通編 (Comprehensive Great Code), compiled in 1786.56 Although Ms. Chŏng’s lethal actions
had been triggered by her vengeful heart toward her father’s offender, she had violated the
law that required pursuing an official investigation instead of taking personal revenge. In fact,
Yi’s killing of Ms. Chŏng’s father had first been reported to the local magistrate’s office by her
cousin Chŏng Kŭmsan57 and brother-in-law Kim Kwangbok, who had captured Yi and tied
him up before heading to the local office. While they were gone, Ms. Chŏng had arrived at her
father’s home and beaten Yi to death. Her unendurable filial resentment was understandable,
yet she had handled the death informally, not waiting for the required official procedure.58
When the provincial governor of Hwanghae received the investigation report,59 however,
he reversed this decision and pardoned Ms. Chŏng, noting that her immediate action had
been prompted by her filial emotion, which had led her to fulfill the filial duty of “not being
able to live under the same Heaven with the father’s offender.”60 The governor’s conclusion
was as follows:
Chŏng Wansŏk died soon after the vital point of his ear area was hit. Based on
testimonies of townspeople, there is no doubt that Yi was evil in attacking the 70-yearold man. Since Ms. Chŏng’s swift revenge conformed to the [moral] duty of Heaven
(天理 chŏlli), she should be neither tied to the rack nor tortured. If we insist that an
avenger who has killed an offender also needs to be killed, how pitiful it would be. What
Ms. Chŏng did as a woman was indeed done in the most righteous spirit (烈氣 yŏlgi).61

Ms. Chŏng was thus exempted from the crime of killing. On the front page of the postmortem
report—which normally identifies the true cause of death (sirin 實因) along with the name
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The magistrate states, “The homicide section in Taejŏn t’ongp’yŏn states that if a son commits a vengeful killing
on behalf of his seriously beaten father, the punishment is reduced from the death sentence to exile [instead];
also, if a son carelessly kills his father’s enemy without waiting for a court investigation, the punishment is
reduced from the death sentence. Investigating Ms. Chŏng’s case, it is proper to apply this statute.” “Suan
Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 52a. Following the Sok taejŏn (compiled in 1746), the Taejŏn t’ongp’yŏn
(Comprehensive Great Code) was compiled in 1786, but the homicide section remained unchanged from the
Sok taejŏn until the compilation of the Taejŏn hoet’ong (Great Code Reconciliation) in 1865.
In his first testimony, Ms. Chŏng’s cousin Chŏng Kŭmsan is recorded as being a son of Chŏng Wansŏk and
thus a brother of Ms. Chŏng. It seems that the magistrate mistakenly took him to be Chŏng Wansŏk’s son. See
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 23ab.
Ms. Chŏng’s brother-in-law Kim Kwangbok testified, “I was put in jail waiting for a magistrate who was absent.
Shortly before ch’ogyŏng [7–9 p.m.], a jailer hurriedly opened the prison gate and sent in a woman. She was my
wife’s younger sister [Ms. Chŏng], who had come to the court to surrender herself for killing Yi Nomi. Then, I
was released.” “Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 39ab. Throughout the trials, Kim’s wife—Ms. Chŏng’s
older sister—does not appear.
The Hwanghae provincial governor at that time was Sŏ Maesu (1731–1818), whose tenure lasted from the third
month of 1795 to the tenth month of 1796. Chŏngjo sillok 42:50a [1795.3.7]; 45:35a [1796.10.26].
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 53a.
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 52b.
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of the accused (被告 p’igo)—the true cause is specified as “death by beating” (被打 p’ita), but
the name of the accused is missing.62 Even though Ms. Chŏng’s act of revenge stemmed
from her private feeling of filial piety, the provincial governor viewed it as fulfilling the
moral obligation of a human being—a responsibility that was a critical public component of
maintaining humanity in Chosŏn society. In addition, Ms. Chŏng had voluntarily surrendered
herself to the local court and confessed her crime.
Was Ms. Chŏng’s marital status factored into the judicial decision? In their testimonies,
townspeople, family members, and Ms. Chŏng herself all repeatedly refer to her as a
“married daughter” (ch’ulganyŏ). Using the rhetoric of filial piety, Ms. Chŏng asserted that
she had killed Yi Nomi not only out of her filial emotion, but to fulfill her duty as a child
to her own father. In judging the case, moreover, none of the investigators viewed her
filial revenge as different from the same action committed by a son, or mentioned her act
of vengeance as a transgression of patriarchal boundaries. In theory, committing such a
crime meant potential abandonment of her wifely obligations, for she risked exposing
herself to official punishment. Yet regardless of what was prescribed by Confucian ritual
and legal codes, the married daughter Ms. Chŏng continued to cherish her own filiality over
her wifely duty, and the officials in this case still honored a married daughter’s filial piety
toward her natal parents. The provincial governor, in particular, recognized Ms. Chŏng’s
vengeful killing as heroic precisely because it was performed by a woman, elaborating that
“women were the ones determined to retaliate by doing the same thing on the very same
spot.”63
In contrast, it was Yi Nomi’s wife, Ms. Yi, who was subjected to heavy punishment.
When Ms. Yi saw her husband barely surviving while tied up in Chŏng Wansŏk’s stable, he
urged her to flee, saying, “A trivial matter has led to this stage. I see no way but waiting for
death, but you do not need to die with me. Run away quickly.”64 Ms. Yi emphasized in her
testimonies that, as a terrified and bewildered woman fearing that the Chŏng family would tie
her up together with her husband, she had had no choice but to obey him.65 After reaching
the county called Sŏhŭng, about 50 li away, she had calmed down and become anxious about
Yi. She thus returned to her village but was soon captured by the court patrols and sent to
the local court. Though admitting that Ms. Yi was a foolish woman overwhelmed by the
petrifying situation, the court judged that she was a fugitive who had not taken care of her
husband, failing to perform the duty of spousal fidelity. This was regarded as a cardinal sin
that could not escape punishment.66 In her last testimony, Ms. Yi, too, accepted her neglect of
her husband’s agony as a gross dereliction of the moral obligations inherent to her conjugal
bond.67
62
63
64
65
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“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 22b.
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 30b; 52b.
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 45b.
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 50a.
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 52a.
“Suan Chŏng Wansŏk Yi Nomi kŏm’an,” 50a.
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Whereas Ms. Chŏng’s killing of Yi was sanctioned and even praised as a righteous act
committed out of filiality, Ms. Yi’s flight was deemed a failure of wifely duty. On the one hand,
the punishment of Ms. Yi shows that the ideal of a married woman’s absolute faithfulness to
her husband was accentuated in the heightened patriarchal order of the late Chosŏn society
of the time. Her punishment might also explain the context in which the 1746 sub-statute
on different punishments for vengeful killing by a son or by a daughter was delineated and
added to the existing law. For a son, it could be a violation of the law not to take the proper,
legitimate revenge that was the prime filial duty expected by the state. For a daughter, on the
contrary, taking revenge on behalf of her natal parents would be perceived as an excessive
choice, since fidelity to her husband’s family was considered a higher duty than her natal ties.
On the other hand, the pardoning of Ms. Chŏng’s violence reveals the state’s position toward
a daughter’s emotional attachment to her natal parents, and its recognition that a woman’s
natural solicitude toward her father and mother could not be completely severed by simply
transferring her filial duty to her husband’s parents. In sum, the moral, emotional, and legal
boundaries of female filial piety were extremely complex. A woman’s roles as a daughter,
married daughter, wife, and daughter-in-law continued to evolve with the shifting notions
of her filiality in biological-legal-cultural terms, often transgressing the orthodox realm of
patriarchy imposed by the Confucian state.

Conclusion
The case of Chŏng Wansŏk’s married daughter demonstrates how the state navigated what
Haboush refers to as the contradiction between “filial emotions and filial values” inflicted
by a daughter’s departure from her natal family in combination with the expansion of the
Confucian patriarchal sphere in late Chosŏn Korea.68 Although filiality was the universal
feeling of sons and daughters toward their parents, as well as the supreme virtue of Confucian
morality, both the emotions and the obligations of filiality were perceived as functioning
differently for a son than for a daughter, who was expected to shift her filial devotion to her
husband’s family when she wed. In this dominant ideology, a married daughter’s act of filial
revenge on behalf of her natal family not only jeopardized her ability to perform her highest
duty of wifely fidelity, but also complicated the social norms of the patrilineal family system
that were ritually and legally postulated by the state.
As is evident in Chŏng’s daughter’s testimonies, however, the institution of marriage
could not fully guarantee a daughter’s transferability of filial piety to her husband’s family. In
spite of the growing emphasis on the patriarchal system, evidence in fact shows that upperclass women, at least, continued to maintain intimate natal relationships and that a woman’s
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Although filial values and filial emotions remained to be harmonized, Haboush sees that late Chosŏn popular
works “posed a counterpoint to the vision of a moral order presented in the prescriptive literature.” See
Haboush, “Filial Emotions and Filial Values,” 132–34.
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natal family could affect the political life of male members in her husband’s family.69 In
contrast, the economic incompetence of most non-elite women’s families meant that they
could not afford to raise a married daughter’s children, and that a wife’s natal family would
have almost nothing to do with a husband’s political path. These conditions might suggest
the slackening of non-elite women’s attachment to their natal homes after marriage. Yet,
though identifying herself as “a married daughter,” the commoner woman Ms. Chŏng had
not shed her loyalty and affective ties to her natal family; she unhesitatingly avenged the death
of her father, challenging the historical implications of the discourse of “once married, an
outsider” (出嫁外人 ch’ulga oein)70—a notion born of the intensifying patriarchy of the late
Chosŏn, which assumed women’s loosening natal networks, and one that still circulates in
Korean society today. A close connection to their natal homes was just as crucial to women
without wealth or social power as it was to elite women.
When it came to filial vengeance, besides the late Chosŏn state’s persistent concern
that sanctioning acts of vengeance would generate further retaliation, a married daughter’s
vengeful crime raised thorny questions about the extent to which her filiality could be honored
in the judicial decision handed down by the court. Nevertheless, as the verdict pardoning
Chŏng’s daughter illuminates, the state frequently put filial morality and emotion above the
law, while simultaneously enacting new sub-statutes to delineate the range of justifiable acts
and the prime values of eighteenth-century Korea.
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As seen in the case of the prominent Neo-Confucian scholar Yi Yulgok (1536–84), who was born and spent
his childhood in the natal place of his mother, Madam Sin (1504–51), for example, the practice of temporary
residence of sons-in-law in the households of their fathers-in-law, as well as of young boys being raised in
their mothers’ natal homes, persisted in yangban families throughout the Chosŏn era. Moreover, a man sitting
for the civil service examination had to provide the names and official titles of his maternal grandfather and
father-in-law, implying the importance of a married woman’s natal connections. Haboush’s introduction and
translations of letters exchanged between married daughters and their natal family members also reveal the
intimate ties daughters in yangban families continued to foster with their natal homes after marriage; see JaHyun
Kim Haboush, ed., Epistolary Korea: Letters in the Communicative Space of the Chosŏn, 1392–1910 (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2009), 269–76; 307–12.
The complete phrase “ch’ulga oein” seems to have first appeared in a newspaper article published in 1962, leaving
us with a question as to whether it was indeed in use during the Chosŏn—the time when its underlying ideal
must have become powerful. This article reports the shocking suicide of a 17-year-old girl who was an only
child. After her parents adopted her mother’s nephew, this girl became depressed due to decreasing love from
her parents, who explained to her: “Your adopted brother will live with us forever. However, since you are a
woman, you will marry into a new family.” “A shock to a ch’ulga oein,” Tonga ilbo [Tonga daily], 22 September
1962. I have searched for the origin and use of ch’ulga oein in various documents produced during the Chosŏn
dynasty—official records, personal essays, and others. I have found only one example, used with a different
connotation. It appears in Yŏnsan’gun ilgi 62:11a [1506. 5. 14], referring to the case of a female palace servant
who left to marry someone living outside the palace.
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